FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Ucamco’s PCB automation software boosts Bay Area Circuits customer services
In May 2010 Bay Area Circuits installed Ucamco’s Integr8tor automated data input and analysis software.
The installation marked a further step in their drive to stay at the forefront of PCB technology and to offer a
continually improving service to their customers. Twelve months later the company reported that the new
software has exceeded their expectations.

Redwood City, California, US – August 25, 2011 –
Today Integr8tor’s automated routines are a key component of Bay Area Circuits’ new customer portal
giving their customers immediate access to fast quotations and to a powerful Design for Manufacturability
(DFM) service. By catching layout errors which would otherwise disrupt tight fabrication and assembly
schedules the DFM service can save the board user hundreds of dollars. As importantly, by keeping tight
schedules running smoothly, it helps to get end products to market on time. Integr8tor’s DFM analysis can
also highlight areas where small changes in the layout can reduce fabrication costs and deliver a more
robust end‐product, straight plusses on the bottom line.
Ucamco’s local support team wrote special software to link Integr8tor into Bay Area Circuits’ existing
quoting system. Bay Area Circuits were so impressed by Ucamco’s local support and professionalism that
when they needed to upgrade their front‐end engineering software later in 2010 they selected Ucamco’s
UCAM product. The Ucamco team handled the migration to the new system without any disruption to
production. The new front‐end engineering software provides more functionality to handle advanced
technology designs. Combined with Integr8tor’s automated data input and analysis, UCAM’s own
automation possibilities have led to a 30% reduction in front‐end engineering times and a corresponding
improvement in delivery times.
Stephen Garcia, Bay Area Circuits’ VP of Operations, comments: “The key to our business is the knowledge
and experience of our people. The automated routines in Ucamco’s Integr8tor and UCAM software allow us
to leverage that knowledge to deliver continually improving levels of service to our customers. Integr8tor
does not just allow us to get quotations back faster,by automating routine analyses and number‐crunching it
has given our technical sales engineers more time to work with our customers to enhance their designs and
cut their costs. As we roll out the advanced PCB technologies our customers require, UCAM’s high‐end
automated capabilities allow us to incorporate them seamlessly into our front‐end engineering. This is
already delivering the consistently higher yields and higher quality which have been the touchstone of our
investment plans for the last few years.”
About Bay Area Circuits
Bay Area Circuits, Inc. has been serving the PCB Manufacturing needs of CEM’s, OEM’s and design
engineering firms in the Silicon Valley since 1975 and has the advanced capabilities to handle any
manufacturing requirements. The principles laid by the founder, the late Lawrence Nobriga still drive the
company’s values today. Values like quality, on time delivery and customer service, are what set them apart
from the competition.
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About Ucamco
Ucamco (former Barco ETS) is a market leader in PCB CAM software and laser photoplotting systems with a
global network of sales and support centers. It is a sister company of Gardien, see www.gardien.com.
Ucamco has more than 25 years of continuous experience in developing and supporting leading‐edge
photoplotters and front‐end tooling solutions for the global PCB industry. Key to this success has been our
uncompromising pursuit of engineering excellence in all our products.
For more information about Ucamco, or this particular press release, please contact us:
Phone: +32 9 216 99 00
Email: info@ucamco.com
Web: www.ucamco.com

